Adventure Island, Dillan Marsh & Eleanor Clare, 2016, Archipelago, H.K.S. Bergen,
video and sound installation; stills shown left, installation view below

The hands are scrabbling
The earth is turning
The tide is rising
Constantly forging onwards; seeking
The Sun, casting its glorious rays; disappearing
Under the Pier, a creature lives; decaying
At the end of the Land; the Sea

Above: excerpt from exhibition text/press
release; right: Adventure Island, an 8 page
publication accompanying the exhibition,
edition of 100.

Din Søte Forening å Smake, 2016. Live performance for BLOKK Presenterer: Eleanor
Clare & Louise Viend Nielsen, Torvsalen, Gamle Bergen.
video excerpt: https://vimeo.
com/175226458
“The message that comes must be
delivered by the voice, feeling its
way around the room, reaching out
to touch the listener.”
A performance incorporating live
and pre-recorded voice and music.
The sound of a voice, half sighing,
half singing, can be heard. Then
the beating of a drum coming. The
curtains open to reveal a figure
who sings a crescendoing phrase.
Then the beating of wings is heard
from above and the curtains close.
A voice can be heard singing Din
Søte Forening å Smake.
Above & left: documentary photos at Torvsalen; below: edition of 50 hand painted
pamphlets; below left: back cover

Din søte forening å smake
Lenges og trenges mitt hjerte og sinn
Riv meg fra alt det meg holder tilbake
Dra meg i deg, min begynnelse, inn!

Lyrics extracted from ‘Jesus din søte
forening å smake,’ Allendorf 1712 /
Hygrom 1740

Partly Now, Partly Remembered, Dillan Marsh and Eleanor Clare, 2016, Parabol and Stifelsen 3,14, Bergen, audio installation
Please use the link to hear an excerpt from the sound which was played through a parabolic speaker
(melody sung to Sailing By, Ronald Binge, 1963 with field recording from Alex Lopez’s stone carving workshop, words Clare/Marsh 2016)
Audio file: http://fossilsandstars.blogspot.no/2016/02/fossils-and-stars.html

details show: Fossils and Stars (inkjet and silk screen print on cotton paper);
installation view at Stifelsen 3,14, and excerpt from accompanying text

At the bottom of the stairs, before the marble archway. There I stand.
I was stroking my finger back and forth over the smooth black stone.
I was wondering about the remains of the creatures inside the rock;
Fossils, sliced in half, dissected through the cutting of each slab.
Pale grey shapes against the black; some are matte, some are pearlescent.
Some are circular or spiral, and some are shaped like tongs.
I know they were once alive, although I cannot even imagine them living.
Eternally suspended in solid rock, frozen in time, floating in the black.
At the shore’s edge, staring up into the distance, the deep dark blue.
Layers upon layers of stars, some seem closer, some so distant.
I cannot take them in all at once; first I focus on this one, then that.
Twinkling and flickering, never still, a hovering existence too far away to grasp.

The Travels of the Toucher, Dillan Marsh and Eleanor Clare, 2015, Assembly House Leeds and About Time Festival, mixed media installation
details show: five ceramic objects on different sized plinths, behind a temporary wall with two arm holes cut into it, that also divides the gallery space

The Travels of the Toucher, Dillan Marsh and Eleanor Clare, 2015, Assembly House Leeds and About Time Festival, mixed media installation
details: floor to ceiling video projection with audio track played through a bass amplifier (the volume is high enough to fill the space with sound); 45 second loop.
Video and audio excerpt from the installion: http://fossilsandstars.blogspot.no/2015/10/new-haven-bay-edinburgh-film-projection.html

Nykkjen Belar Te Heiemo: The Bale of Charm (2015)
live work with durational and performed elements, two speakers,
microphone, digital delay effects, bin bags, acrylic paint

link to video documentation: https://vimeo.com/149969373

A traditional folksong is sung into a
microphone, which sends a delay signal to
two loudspeakers.
The voice is heard at first acoustically, but
eventually the delay begins to be heard
through the speakers.
The delay appears at first to be natural; a
pure echo (or reflection) of the voice, but
as the effects continue, it becomes clear
that the sound has also been affected and
distorted by a pitch shift.
As the layers begin to increase, the singer
stops singing, and the sound crescendos
before gradually fading away. The sound
moves from the body of the singer, to each
of the speakers. The singer and separate
speakers each become activated in turn.

Above left: photographic documentation of performance for PALS, Fylkingen, Stockholm, 2015; above centre: studio documentation of costume and speaker covering, black bin
liners & acrylic paint; above right: photographic documentation of performance for PAB Nå, Stiftelsen 3,14, Bergen, 2015.

Phoenix: Raising/Razing (2014); live work with durational and performed elements; performed at Bergen Kjøtt.

The sounds made acoustically by the
costumed figure are picked up by the
microphone which sends them to a delay
and feedback, gradually building throughout
the performance, to the point where the
figure no longer needs to make sound, and
the feedback takes over. The figure moves
to the sound of the delay and feedback,
becoming increasingly frantic and out of

Above left: stills from video documentation of live performance, showing costume made of mixed textiles, decking plastic and plastic bags; above right: video documentation of live
performance, figure facing painting; below right: photographic documentation of painting.

I Am Still Within You (2013-14)
sound and film installation with live performance (with 4 singers) in collaboration with Kam Wan (artist) & Marcus Davidson (composer); shown at Bergen Architect School in 2013
& The Platform Theatre, London, 2014.

The singers circulate slowly through the darkness of the space, in and around the audience. At times they are
lit by the projections, but the emphasis is on the affect of their voices and the movement of sound as it
reverberates in the space.
The suggestion of a journey, magical and mystical, at times painful; the need to connect to something
constant. Between darkness & twilight is where this work belongs: a sight just half seen.
link to video: https://vimeo.com/108043541
Left top & middle: stills from video documentation of performance and film installation at BAS Old Grain Silo;
left: still from film installation by Kam Wan; above, still from video documentation of performance.

My Horn is a Chalice; Central Saint Martins MA Show, London, 2011 & BKFH Summer Party, Radøy Kunstsenter, 2014; sound installation, live procession and performance,
in collaboration with Dagmara Bilon (choreographer) and Andrew Dickens (sound engineer); 3 performers, textile and resin costumes, speakers, amp

The Unicorns follow The
Chalice to their
destination; a procession
throughout the building.
The spectacle of song
and dance appeared
unannounced, as though
it were an apparition.

video excerpt: https://
www.youtube.com/
watch?v=1jHxfK1fZsY

Left: performance at CSM, London; centre: performance at Radøy
Kunstsenter; Above left: documentation of procession throughout
CSM; above right: dancer & costume CSM; above: solitary
procession around Radøy.

